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W
“Evolution is a process ofconstant branching and

expansion.” - Stephen Jay Gould

One of the key points to survival is the capacity for expansion.

Countries expand their borders to take more land and resources

as their populations grow and they need to protect themselves

from invaders. This is how empires are created. Languages expand

by absorbing words from other languages or inventing new ones to

adapt to the changes in culture as well as increase their speaker

base. Businesses expand to gain more profits and hire more

workers, increasing their reach and visibility.

Parleremo has also had to expand over the years, not simply in the

languages it provides materials and resources for, but also in the

systems it makes available to its members. A third way it has

expanded is by creating projects related to it in order to increase

its reach as well as branching into other mediums.

Parrot Time is an example of one of those projects. It provides

people that may not yet use Parleremo with a language and

cultural outlet as well as a view into some of the things Parleremo

is about. It also provides a means of promoting projects belonging

to other language enthusiasts and thus providing Parleremo members with another source of

information.

We have also expanded even further into the publications field, releasing free, simple dictionaries and

word search puzzles. I released an ebook earlier this year, “Find Your Way to Languages”, available for

sale online, to further raise awareness of the site as well as provide people with fresh information.

For those that want a more physical representation of their love for languages, we opened a Zazzle store

last month, which sells products such as shirts, buttons, mugs, and bags, all with language themes,

such as “Hug me, I’m a polyglot” and “Language Freak”. Profits from the store go to maintaining the site,

and thereby ensure the future of Parleremo itself.

Other projects are in development or expansion, such as a “Word-a-Day” system, being distributed

through Twitter (the beta testing on this has been going on for a while) .

To further keep track of all these projects and make them more clearly available to people, we began a

blog this past month called “View From the Town”. There you will find articles on languages but also

information regarding the happenings in Parleremo as well as activities in the other projects. There is

even an explanation of how Parleremo was built and an article on how this magazine, Parrot Time, is

made.

We hope to keep expanding into more outlets and projects in the future, and we hope you will be with

us!

Expansion

Erik Zidowecki
ERIK ZIDOWECKI
EDITOR IN CHIEF
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or many people, religion is a

very touchy subject. Those

that have strong religious

convictions often want others to

believe the same, and if they

don’t, a conflict may occur. The

tension can be just as intense

for those that who don’t follow

any religious covenants because

for them, they not only feel that

they are being pressured or

judged, they may also believe

that people of faith are stupid or

ignorant and won’t hesitate to

tell them that.

I believe that religion, like

science, is a way to examine and

explain the world around us. I

don’t see any real difference

between believing that an all

powerful being created

everything, or that a massive ex-

plosion in a vacuum started it

all. Both are beliefs that can’t be

proven, but they provide us with

some explanation we can use for

what we don’t know.

The reason for this article is

not to take sides, nor debate

faith versus science. I feel that

what you believe in is completely

up to you, and is personal. If

you wish to explain your beliefs

to another person, that is fine,

but don’t push it on them and

certainly don’t declare that you

are right simply because you be-

lieve it. . . that is circular logic.

What I wanted to examine is

how religious beliefs have af-

fected our cultures and, to an

extent, our language.

Buildings and Structures
I am an American and raised as

first a Baptist, then as a Unitari-

an. That means that for most of

my first two decades of life, I saw

churches as small wooden build-

ings, sometimes with tall

steeples on the top. The more

formal churches had stain-glass

windows and benches or pews.

Being religious basically meant

attending one of these churches

for an hour or two every Sunday

morning.

My first exposure to

something different was when I

was twelve. My grandmother had

been a Baptist missionary in Ja-

pan for seven years, during

which time she taught interme-

diary English. When she was in-

vited to visit some of her friends

there, my mother, sister and I

also travelled with her. This was

my first time I had left this con-

tinent and got exposed to a

completely different culture and

language first-hand.

Japanese culture is a mix of

traditional and modern ways,

and this is reflected by its reli-

gious beliefs. While Christianity

is accepted there, the older reli-

gions of Buddhism and Shinto

are also very prevalent.

Shinto (“way of the gods”) is

the indigenous religion of Japan

which focuses on ritual practises

which establish a connection

between the past and the

present. One of the most com-

mon sights and a fascinations

to me were the countless Torii

gates which were the entrances

to the Shinto shrines. These

ranged in size from two meters

to seemingly indescribably

A torii gate to a shinto shrine in Japan

RReelliiggiioonn

iinn
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heights and could be very basic

in design or highly ornate.

The Shinto shrines them-

selves are not quite as we might,

in western culture, believe them

to be. They could be used for

worship, but their primary pur-

pose was normally to house sac-

red objects.

At the age of 12, I was not

caught up in any kind or reli-

gious ideas, but I loved these

gates and shrines because they

were a beautiful part of the cul-

ture. They showed to me a

peacefulness of how the Japan-

ese people embraced their tradi-

tions. They play an important

part of the culture, even to those

not involved in the religion.

Another structure that we

found everywhere, sometimes in

beautiful gardens of bustling cit-

ies and sometimes in mountain

forests, were the Buddhist pago-

das. These are wooden struc-

tures with multiple levels, each

having a curved roof. They are

places of worship, but are also

visited by many tourists, includ-

ing us, for their cultural and his-

torical relevance. Many have

fountains or pools with flowing

water outside to allow visitors to

drink and wash themselves, a

ritual of cleansing. I loved these,

along with the pools of colourful

Koi fish that seemed to be every-

where.

Perhaps the most important

revelation to me that has stuck

with me all my life is that the Ja-

panese culture and people had

their religion as part of their cul-

ture. They didn’t seem to have

them set apart, only to pay at-

tention to one on a fixed

timetable. At the same time, I

never felt that the people were

overtly religious; it all just

seemed to be united, religion

and culture.

Italy
My next major exposure to an-

other culture was my first visit

to Italy when I was 17. I was vis-

iting an Italian exchange student

whom I had befriended when he

came to my school the year be-

fore. It was my first time in

Europe as well as my first time

outside the country without my

family. For two glorious weeks,

my friend Lucio and I explored

Italy, particularly Rome,

Florence, Siena, Pisa and

Venice.

We spent most of a week in

Florence alone, during which

time we visited many of the large

ornate churches that seemed to

be on every other street. The

boarding house we were staying

in itself was across from the Ba-

silica of Santa Maria Novella.

Inside, the walls were often covered in artistic frescos, combining both the artistic
and religious aspects of the various time periods.

A buddhist shrine in Kyoto, Japan

The "Great Buddha" at Kōtoku-in,
a Buddhist temple in the city of
Kamakura in Kanagawa
Prefecture, Japan



A Feng Shui stone lantern
in a Japanese garden



The Last Judgement painted by
Michelangelo on the wall of the
Sistene Chapel
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The various chiese (“churches”)

and duomi (“cathedrals”) were of

a kind I had never seen before.

These were huge ornate stone

buildings, very old and very

much part of the cultural herit-

age. Inside, the walls were often

covered in artistic frescos, com-

bining both the artistic and reli-

gious aspects of the various time

periods. In fact, when we talk

about great works of art in Italy,

we mention Michaelangelo’s

work on the Sistine Chapel or

his famous statue of David, with

David being the hero of a Biblic-

al story. Without the religious

connection, these works would

not exist.

Some of the most popular

tourist attractions in Italy are

actually religious based. For ex-

ample, the famous “leaning

tower” of Pisa is the bell tower

for the adjacent baptistery and

cemetery. The baptistery is an

example of the transition

between the Romanesque style

to the Gothic style of architec-

ture, with the lower part being in

the first style and the upper part

in the second. The Camposanto

Monumentale (“monumental

cemetery”) houses not just bod-

ies but also Roman and

Etruscan sculptures and urns

along with enormous frescos,

mostly depicting religious

themes.

The Roman Colosseum, per-

haps the greatest historical

landmark in Italy, has its own

religious heritage. It was first

built using money from the raid-

ing of the Second Temple in the

Siege of Jerusalem. A popular

story about the Colosseum is

that Christians were sacrificed

there when that new religious

was being born, but how com-

mon and extensive that really

was is unknown. During medi-

eval times, a small church was

added to the structure and the

arena was converted into a

cemetery.

Some of the world’s greatest

cultural treasures are actually

religion based. The Great Pyr-

amids of Egypt were built as

tombs for the ruling Pharaohs.

The Taj Mahal is a mausoleum

in Agra, Uttar Pradesh, India,

built by Mughal emperor Shah

The Bell Tower and Baptistery of Pisa, Italy

The Creation of Adam by Michelangelo, on
the ceiling of the Sistene Chapel
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Jahan for of his third wife,

Mumtaz Mahal. The stone circles

of Stonehenge and similar sites

are believed to have been built

as burial grounds and places of

worship. The estate of Machu

Pikchu in the mountains of Peru

is similarly believed to be of reli-

gious significance.

Tower of Babel
Perhaps the most relevant his-

torical and cultural building to

language learners is the great

Tower of Babel of Babylon. Ac-

cording to legend, there was a

time when everyone on Earth

spoke the same language. Many

people settled in the land of

Shinar and wanted to show how

great they were, so they built a

great city and a very tall tower.

God saw this and was concerned

that if everyone was united and

had a single language, nothing

would be out of their reach, in-

cluding him. And so, he des-

troyed their tower and confused

their speech, making them

speak in many languages, thus

making them unable to ever

work completely as one again.

The ruins of the city can be

found today in Hillah, Babil Gov-

ernorate, Iraq.

Holidays and Holy Days
Beyond just the buildings and

works of art that were directly or

indirectly driven by religious

ideas, a great many celebrations

around the world have their

roots, if not there entire pur-

pose, in religious practices. Car-

nival, the huge party held every

year in several countries, is held

as the last time for the con-

sumption of rich food and drink

before the forty days of Lent is

begun, in which those things are

forbidden. The Mexican Day of

the Dead is celebration of the

deceased and coincides with the

American Halloween and the

Catholic All Saints Day. The an-

nual ritual of giving your loved

ones romantic gifts is attributed

to the Christian Saint Valentine.

The colourful Indian Holi celeb-

ration is based upon the story of

the boy Prahlad and his devotion

to his god, Lord Vishnu. The Inti

Rayma of South America is cel-

ebration of the Inca sun god.

The Japanese Tanabata festival

celebrates not only the legend of

star-crossed lovers but also the

practise of praying for skills by

tying strips of paper to special

trees. The Esala Perahera of Sri

Lanka is a celebration of both

Buddha (or, more specifically,

his tooth) and certain Hindu

gods. The list goes on and on.

The term “holiday” itself

comes from Old English halig-

dæg for “holy day, Sabbath”.

No matter what your views

on religion are, we cannot ignore

its importance to culture, both

historical and modern. It plays a

part in our architecture, our art,

our legends and our celebra-

tions. PT

Construction of the Tower of Babel by Lucas van Valckenborch, 1594, Louvre Museum

Carnival celebration on the island of
Tenerife in the Canary Islands
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Languages in Peril

DDeecclliinnee ooff tthhee
GGaalllloo--IIttaalliiccss



he Gallo-Italic languages make up the

majority of northern Italian languages.

They are Emilian-Romagnolo, Ligurian,

Lombard, and Piedmontese. Sadly, they are

all endangered, with the population of their

speakers in decline.

Emiliano-Romagnolo
Emiliano-Romagnolo is a minority Italian lan-

guage, structurally different from standard

Italian, and is not descended from Italian. It is

spoken by roughly 2 million people, with most

of those being in Italy, where it is used mainly

in the northwestern region. It is also referred

to as Emilian, Emiliano, or Sammarinese.

There are two major dialects, Emilian and

Romagnol, which can further be broken into

the variants of Western Emiliano, Central

Emiliano, Eastern Emiliano, Northern Ro-

magnolo, Southern Romagnolo, Mantovano,

Vogherese-Pavese, and Lunigiano.

The history of the language goes back to

pre-Roman days, when the region had been

part of the Etruscan territory. Around 400

BC, the region was invaded by the Gauls

(Celts) , a tribe from western Europe, which

crossed the Alps and settled in the Etruscan

territory of what is now northern Italy. Over

the centuries, the Gauls and Romans often

clashed before the Romans finally defeated

the Gauls in that region in 194 BC. After that,

the languages of the tribes mixed with the

Latin and eventually evolved alongside Italian,

making the languages related to, but not des-

cended from, one another.

After the fall of the Roman empire, the

various kingdoms of the region eventually

formed into the Italian Kingdom, and the

Emilia-Romagna became part of it around

1860. The language and culture began to de-

cline after that due to emigration.

Between 1876 and 1976, approximately

1 .2 million people left Emilia-Romagna and

moved to other countries, where they mixed

with those populations. By 2008, there were

around 120 thousand people from this region

living outside of Italy in places like Argentina,

Brazil, France, the United Kingdom and

Switzerland.

Ligurian
The next Gallo-Italic language is Ligurian,

which has around 500,000 speakers. It is

mainly spoken in the northern Italy region of

Liguria, of which Genoa is the capital. It is

also referred to as Genovese.

The Ligurians once covered a far greater

Ligurian village, 20 km inland of San
Remo on the Italian Riviera
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area than modem day Liguria,

perhaps even encompassing as

far west as the Greek colony of

Masslia (modern day Marseille) .

The Ligurians were divided

between Carthage and Rome

during the first Punic Wars, and

it was under Caesar Augustus

that Liguria was first designated

as an official region of Italy.

Roads and ports helped build up

the region with communication

and trade.

During the Middle Ages, Lig-

uria was dominated by several

groups, including the Byz-

antines, the Lombards, and the

Franks as well as being invaded

by Saracen and Norman raiders.

It was finally split into the three

marches (militarised border re-

gions used as defence against a

rival power), of Obertenga,

Aleramica, and Arduinica, which

were then split further into fees

(feudal landholdings) and their

strength was greatly weakened.

The primary Ligurian towns be-

came city-states and fell under

Genoa’s rule.

This Republic of Genoa

gained huge political and com-

mercial success, becoming one

of the most powerful maritime

republics of the Mediterranean

between the 12th and 14th cen-

turies, but internal factions fell

into political conflict and the

control of the republic went to

the Visconti family of Milan,

where it remained until 1435.

The Republic gained stability

when admiral Andrea Doria be-

came the ally of the powerful

king of Spain in 1528 and

brought Genoa under the control

of the aristocratic government.

However, the stability did not

last, for King Louis XIV attacked

Genoa in 1684 as an act of re-

taliation for its support of Spain.

Genoa surrendered and apolo-

gized, but this attack helped so-

lidify a growing view that France

was too brutal and arrogant.
Young people on bicycles gather on the Piazza Maggiore of Bologna, the capital of the Emilia-

Romagna Region in Italy
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After that, many states began to

abandon their alliances with

France, which then became

more isolated from the rest of

Europe.

In 1796, French general Na-

poleon Bonaparte led an army to

invade Italy, and through that,

France gained control of most of

northern Italy. He transformed

the Republic of Genoa into the

Ligurian Republic, modelled

after the French Republic. It was

then annexed into the French

Empire in 1805.

In 1815, the Congress of Vi-

enna decided that Liguria

should be annexed to the King-

dom of Sardinia. In 1821 , a

failed uprising in Genoa against

the House of Savoy, the then

ruling family of the region at the

time, sparked national senti-

ment which eventually led to the

unification of Italy, transforming

the Kingdom of Sardinia into the

Kingdom of Italy in 1861 .

Today, Liguria is a popular

tourist region because of its is

popular with tourists for its

beaches, towns, and cuisine, but

the Ligurian language is at risk

of becoming extinct because of

the dominance of Italian. There

are a few groups dedicated to

trying to preserve it, like the As-

sociazione Culturale O Castello in

Chiavari which offers Ligurian

language courses. There are also

a number of notable historical

native speakers, such as the

famous general Giuseppe

Garibaldi, the explorer Chris-

topher Columbus, and Italian

journalist and author Italo

Calvino.

Lombard
Another Gallo-Italic language is

Lombard. It is spoken in the

same part of northern Italy, in a

region called Lombardy as well

as some parts of Piedmont and

southern Switzerland. It has two

dialects, Western and Eastern,

which are usually mutually com-

prehensible. It is also structur-

ally different from Italian and is

not a descendent or dialect of

Italian. As of 2007, it had

roughly 2.9 million native speak-

ers, making it the strongest of

the four languages in this art-

icle, but it is still considered en-

dangered.

The Lombardy area has

evidence of settlements going

back to the 2nd millennium BC,

with rock drawings, ceramics,

axes and carved stones being

found there. Over the centuries,

different people and tribes in-

habited the region. One of them

was the Etruscans who founded

the city of Mantua there. Gallic

tribes invaded the area around

5th century BC and ruled there

for many years, expanding their

territory.

The Romans were also ex-

panding, however, and overtook

them, making the region a Ro-

man province named Gallia Cis-

alpina in 194 BC. The Roman

culture and Latin language

overwhelmed the residents. The

area became very developed with

better roads and trade, the same

as Liguria.

After the fall of the Roman

empire, Lombardy fell under

Oneglia, a town in northern Italy on the Ligurian coast

Piazza di Ferrari, Genoa, Liguria
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more invasions from various

tribes, the last one being from

the Germanic Lombard tribes,

who ruled most of the Italian re-

gion for roughly 200 years,

between 600 and 800 AD. The

tribe had their own language,

Lombardic, which is now extinct

and not related to Lombard. The

region did take its name from

the tribe, though.

In 774, Lombard rule came

to an end when the Frankish

king Charlemagne conquered

them and annexed this Kingdom

ofthe Lombards, which was

mostly northern and central

Italy, to his empire. While the

centuries saw more fighting of

control for the Italian peninsula,

it finally became a unified coun-

try, with Lombardy part of it.

Lombard has never been an

official language and is not cur-

rently taught in schools, but

some people are working to have

it introduced into primary

schools. It is spoken primarily

by older people which contrib-

utes to its decline, since the

younger generation isn’t learning

it, choosing instead to use Itali-

an. There has been an attempt

at a revival in the last few years,

using Lombard as a way to ex-

press local identity and distance

people from the mainstream

Italian culture, but it is unclear

whether this will help or hurt its

effort to survive.

Piedmontese
Piedmontese is spoken by

around 1 .6 million people in

Piedmont, located in the northw-

est part of Italy, adjacent to Lig-

uria and Lombardy. Like the

others, it is an independent lan-

guage of Italian, not a dialect.

Piedmont was actually in-

habited for many years by Celt-

ic-Ligurian tribes, but became

part of the Roman Empire in 220

BC. After that empire fell, it was

invaded many times by more

tribes, such as the Goths, Bur-

undians, Byzantines, Lombards,

and Franks. It became part of

the Holy Roman Empire in the

10th century, then in 1046 it be-

came part of the Savoy family

territories.

In 1720, the Duke of Savoy,

Victor Amadeus II, became King

of Sardinia, and in 1792, Pied-

mont and Sardinia joined the

First Coalition against the

French First Republic, which

was also founded the same year.

The French First Republic was

born out of the French Revolu-

tion and was meant to establish

a new government. The First Co-

alition was an attempt by several

European monarchies to control

the expansion of France. They

failed, however, being beaten in

1796 by Napoleon, and Pied-

mont was annexed by France in

Via Zuavi in Melegnano, a town in
Milan, Lombardy, Italy

Sunrise at Bergamo old town, Lombardy, Italy

Victor Amadeus II, duke of Savoy, King of
Sicily and King of Sardinia
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1801 . The Congress of Vienna

restored the Kingdom of Sardinia

in 1815.

Piedmontese became recog-

nized as Piedmont’s regional lan-

guage by its own regional

parliament, but the Italian gov-

ernment did not recognize it. It

is supposed to be taught in

schools, but that is only happen-

ing on a limited scale. Pied-

montese courses and

publications for teaching have

been developed, but the usage of

the language has declined very

rapidly. It is unsure exactly how

many know it, since many can

understand it but not speak it

natively.

Conclusion
All of these languages are dying

out, not because of any overall

oppression but simply because

they cannot compete with the

national language of Italian.

They are likely to be completely

gone within the next two genera-

tions if something drastic isn’t

done to revive them. With that

requiring the younger generation

to start learning them along with

the dominant Italian, it seems to

be an impossible task. PT

Bra, a town and comune in the northwest Italian region of Piedmont
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ave you ever been told by a language
teacher that you should avoid translating
at all costs and try to understand and

think in the native language all the time? I
have, but it does not work for me, at least not
in the early stages. As a matter of fact, I
believe that most teachers who refused
translating actually didn’t know their mother
language enough to trace pertinent,
contextual parallels between sentences in the
target and the mother language. I’m on the
side of those who think that translating
coherently is an ultimate skills and proves
how high one’s level is.

In my experience, I noticed that
translating can be important for learners in
order to make a safe, solid journey through
the beginner and intermediate stages. Is it a
crutch? Yes, it is a crutch, or a training wheel
as you may prefer. Nevertheless, it does have
its importance. As different as a language may
be from your native language, it’s still a
communication tool for human beings. So,
believe me, you will find millions more of
ordinary, daily life situations that can be
translated back and from in your target
language than you will find those unique,
exotic untranslatable words that are listed so
often in language trivia stories.

Just like you may use training wheels in
different ways - two at once, then only one,
then none - you also have different usages
and patterns of translating for your language
studies. The training wheels are there while
turn a learned behaviour - standing on a
bicycle - into an automated task. So are the
translations during the language process. You
make use of them and you check them all the
time, then once in a while, and then you don’t
need them any more, at least not for that

specific context where you already got
spontaneous answers within your studied
language.

I start with two training wheels, and I tend
to use textbooks that provide me with both
training wheels. They are: a literal translation,
which helps me understand how a sentence is
formed in the target language, which word
order they use and how their morphology
differ from the one I’m used to; and what I like
to call a ’proper’ translation, which is as close
to what a professional translator would do if
people were only interested in reading the
book or watching the film, not in
understanding how the target language
works.

The need for two types of translations, a
literal and an accurate one, may seem less
evident for closer languages, like the Romance
or the Scandinavian languages, but try to
learn a non-Indo European language and you
will see how they come in handy. Not
surprisingly, proving a literal then an
accurate translation is the standard notation
for linguists that describe the features of a
language in paper. How does this work, after
all?

Let’s pick the example of Estonian, a
Finno-Ugric language. In the case of Estonian,
but also in the case of Indo-European
languages such as Russian, possession is
ordinarily not expressed by a verb, but by
declining, changing the possessor to a specific
case. So, if you want to say “I have a book” in
Estonian, that would be something like:

Mul on raamat.

“Mul’ is the pronoun “ma” (=I) in the
adessive case, so it sort of means ’on me’.

LLaanngguuaaggee LLeeaarrnniinngg

aanndd TTrraannssllaattiioonn
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“On” is the verb ’to be’, 3rd person = is.
Raamat is the dictionary form for the noun
’book’ (the so-called nominative case) . Now,
how can this explanation be expressed in a
more concise and practical way, with the help
of translations? See below:

Mul on raamat.
on-me is book
I have a book.

Just from these sentences I can learn two
things: a) Possession in Estonian is expressed
through a noun case, not through a verb. b)
Estonian has no indefinite articles (and
probably no articles at all) . All this
information came from providing a literal and
an accurate translation one after another.
When you are an experienced language
learner, this saves a lot of time: if I were
studying now, I wouldn’t need the paragraphs
below to understand this: I’d have learned all
the same just from checking the literal and

the accurate translation. Even if you’re just
starting into the language learning business,
though, this usage of translations helps save
up a lot of time and make the process more
intuitive.

I tend to make use of the literal
translation while I’m still getting used to the
grammar of the language. I gradually get rid
of it, using it mostly for some obscure idioms.
The more I advance, the more I value having
accurate translations that help me
understand more precisely what the speaker
meant to say. These translations are
important at intermediate stages. The good
news is that, unlike the literal translations,
you do not have to rely on a specific textbook
with a specific format to provide them. You
may use them until you are comfortable
enough to barely look up one or two words
now and then. But that’s a subject for a later
article. PT



TThhee ssttrreeeettss ooff PPaarrlleerreemmoo

aarree nnaammeedd aafftteerr ffaammoouuss

wwrriitteerrss ffoorr tthhee llaanngguuaaggee ooff

eeaacchh qquuaarrtteerr.. TThhiiss iiss wwhheerree

wwee ttaakkee aa qquuiicckk llooookk aatt wwhhyy

tthheeyy aarree ffaammoouuss..

WWoorrdd oonn tthhee SSttrreeeettss

IIttaalliiaann GGrreeaattss
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Durante degli Alighieri
was not only a major
Italian poet of the Middle
Ages but also one of the
most recognized names in
Italian literature. He was
the author of “The Divine
Comedy” which is

considered to be the greatest literary work in
the Italian language as well as a world
masterpiece.

Dante, as he became to be called, was born in
Florence, Italy. The actual date of his birth is
unknown, but he is believed to have been
born in 1265. His mother died before he was
ten years old, and his father remarried, giving
him a half-brother, Francesco, and a half-
sister, Tana, from that union. Dante himself
was promised in marriage to Gemma di
Manetto Donati, who was the daughter of the
powerful Donati family, when he was only 12.
He had fallen in love with another girl,
Beatrice Portinari, without even talking to
her, at the age of nine, but still had to marry
Gemma. It is doubtful he even ever spoke
much with Beatrice, instead having a more
“courtly” form of love. During his life, he wrote
several sonnets to Beatrice, but for Gemma,
he wrote none. He eventually had four
children by Gemma - Jacopo, Antonia,
Giovanni and Pietro - although others claimed
to be his.

Little is actually known about Dante’s
education, but he probably either attended a
school that was part of a church or studied at
home. One of the things he studied is Tuscan
poetry and he developed an interest in the
classical Latin poets like Ovid, Cicero, and
Virgil. When he was 18, he met other scholars
like Guido Cavalcanti, Lapo Gianni, Cino da
Pistoia and Brunetto Latini, the last of these
of whom would become Dante’s guardian
when his father died. Together, they became
the leaders of the Dolce Stil Novo (“sweet new
style”) , which is what the literary movement of
their time came to be called.

Beatrice died unexpectedly in 1290 and five
years later, Dante published Vita Nuova (“The
New Life”) , which is about his love for her. He

then started to become more involved in
philosophy and politics.

In Italy, there were two rival political parties,
the Guelphs and the Ghibellines, which
supported the papal party and the Holy
Roman emperors respectively, and this rivalry
came to affect most Florentines of the time.
Dante’s family had loyalties to the Guelphs,
and he fought in the battle of Campaldino in
1289. He then served as an escort to Charles
Martel of Anjou, the eldest son of king Charles
II of Naples, in 1924. He held various other
posts, such as pharmacist (a law issued in
1295 required all nobles who aspired to
public office had to be enrolled in one of the
Corporazioni delle Arti e dei Mestieri
[“Corporations of the Arts and Crafts”] ) .

After defeating the Ghibellines, the Guelphs
split into two factions: the White Guelphs,
who wanted more freedom from Rome and to
whom Dante was a part of, and the Black
Guelphs, who supported the Pope. After a few
more years of fighting, the Black Guelphs
took control. Dante was punished for his
involvement and exiled for two years to Rome,
as well as being forced to pay a large fine in
1302. When he refused to pay, the exile
became permanent, and he even faced the
threat of death if he attempted to return to
Florence.

This was probably the best thing to happen to
his career as a writer, as he started travelling
and writing. It was during this time that he
developed his great work, The Divine Comedy,
which would reflect much of what he felt
about his life. It describes his own journey
through Inferno (Hell) , Purgatorio (Purgatory),
and Paradiso (Paradise) and his guides are his
great loves, first being the Roman poet Virgil
and then Beatrice. So great was this work
that it is still considered a major work of
literature today, over 700 years later.

In 1304, he began his Latin treatise (a formal
and systematic written discourse) De Vulgari
Eloquentia (“The Eloquent Vernacular”) ,
through which he put forth his ideas for
Italian. It became very influential, despite
remaining unfinished.

Dante Alighieri
1 265 - 1 321

Corso Dante
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Bibliography
• 1280 Detto D'Amore
• 1295 La Vita Nuova
• 1305 De Vulgari Eloquentia
• 1307 The Convivio
• 1320 Egloge
• 1321 La Commedia
• Letter to Can Grande
• Letter to the Florentines

When Florence was forced by the military
officer controlling the town to grant amnesty
to all those in exile in 135, Dante refused to
return, for it required public penance as well
as paying a large fine. In 1318, Prince Guido
Novello da Polenta invited Dante to Ravenna,
the capital city of the Province of Ravenna in
the Emilia-Romagna region of Italy, and he
accepted. It was during a return to Ravenna
from a trip that he died in 1321 at the age of
56. He was buried there at the Church of San
Pier Maggiore and a tomb was erected for him
in 1483 by Bernardo Bembo, praetor of
Venice.
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Via Calvino

I talo Calvino
1 5 October 1 923 – 1 9 September 1 985

Italo Calvino was an
Italian journalist and
writer of short stories and
novels. He was born in
Santiago de Las Vegas,
Cuba, in 1923, to Italian
parents who returned to
Italy two years later. They

settled in San Remo on the Ligurian coast and
Calvino’s father started teaching at the
University of Turin. Calvino attended
preparatory school before entering that same
university in 1941 . While there, he studied
Agriculture Faculty to please his parents, but
he was also reading anti-Fascist works by
Eugenio Montale, Cesare Pavese, Elio
Vittorini, Johan Huizinga, and Pisacane. He
also studied the physics works of Werner
Heisenberg, Max Planck, and Albert Einstein.

In 1943, Calvino transferred to the University
of Florence and continued his studies. During
that year, the Allied Forces invaded Italy, the
dictator Benito Mussolini was removed from
power, and King Victor Emmanuel III had him
arrested. He was rescued when the Germans
invaded Liguria and set up him in a puppet
Republic there. Calvino dropped out and
joined the Italian resistance army, fighting the
Germans and Italian fascists until they were
finally defeated in 1945.

He went back to the university in 1945 when
the war ended. However, he did not continue
studying science and entered the Faculty of
Letters instead. This is when he started
writing, beginning on a collection of stories
based around his war experiences. These
eventually formed his novel Il sentiero dei nidi
di ragno (“The Path to the Nest of Spiders”) ,
which was published in 1947. He was
encouraged by his friend to write another
novel, and he joined their publishing house,
Enaudi.

Calvino was prolific during the 1950s,
publishing a number of works on various
subjects, including stories which mixed
comedy and fantasy, such as Il visconte
dimezzato (“The Cloven Viscount”, 1952), Il
barone rampante (“The Baron in the Trees”,
1957), and Il cavaliere inesistente (“The

Nonexistent Knight”, 1959). His collection of
200 authentic folktales, taken from all regions
of Italy and published as Fiabe Italiane
(“Italian Folktales”) in 1956, brought him a
huge amount international recognition and
established him as a significant literary
figure.

After moving to Paris in the early 1960s,
Calvino published La giornata d’uno
scrutatore (“The Watcher”) in 1963. He
married an Argentinian woman, Esther
“Chichita” Singer, who had been working for
years as a translator for UNESCO, in 1964.
He continued publishing many books,
including La nuvola di smog (“Smog”, 1965),
Le cosmicomiche (“Cosmicomics”, 1965), and Il
castello dei destini incrociati (“The Castle of
Crossed Destinies”, 1969). During this time,
Chichita gave birth to their only child, a
daughter named Giovanna, in 1965.

Calvino returned with his family to Rome in
1980, settling in a country house at Pinetta
Roccamare. He was given an honorary
membership of the American Academy and
Institute of Arts and Letters in the United
States in 1975. Italo Calvino died on
September 19, 1985, from a cerebral
hemorrhage at the age of 61 .

Italo Calvino was one of Italy’s most
celebrated writers, and during his lifetime, he
produced over 40 works, including a few
libretti (text intended for use in a musical
work such as operas) . His stories are known
for their blend of fantasy and comedy to
depict modern life.
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Fiction
• 1947 Il sentiero dei nidi di ragno (The Path to the Nest of
Spiders)
• 1952 Il visconte dimezzato (The Cloven Viscount)
• 1952 La formica argentina (The Argentine Ant)
• 1956 Fiabe Italiane (Italian Folktales)
• 1957 Il barone rampante (The Baron in the Trees)
• 1957 La speculazione edilizia (A Plunge into Real Estate)
• 1959 Il cavaliere inesistente (The Nonexistent Knight)
• 1963 La giornata d'uno scrutatore (The Watcher)
• 1963 Marcovaldo ovvero le stagioni in città (Marcovaldo or
the Seasons in the City)
• 1965 La nuvola di smog (Smog)
• 1965 Le cosmicomiche (Cosmicomics)
• 1967 Ti con zero (t zero)
• 1969 Il castello dei destini incrociati (The Castle of Crossed
Destinies)
• 1970 Gli amori difficili (Difficult Loves)
• 1972 Le città invisibili (Invisible Cities)
• 1979 Se una notte d'inverno un viaggiatore (If on a winter's
night a traveler)
• 1983 Palomar (Mr. Palomar)

Fiction collections
• 1949 Ultimo viene il corvo (The Crow Comes Last)
• 1960 I nostri antenati (Our Ancestors)
• 1986 Sotto il sole giaguaro (Under the Jaguar Sun)
• 1993 Prima che tu dica 'Pronto' (Numbers in the Dark and
Other Stories)
• 1997 Tutte le cosmicomiche (The Complete Cosmicomics)

Essays and other writings
• 1970 Orlando Furioso di Ludovico Ariosto (Orlando
Furioso by Ludovico Ariosto)
• 1974 Autobiografia di uno spettatore (Autobiography of a
Spectator)
• 1980 Una pietra sopra: Discorsi di letteratura e società (The
Uses of Literature)
• 1983 Racconti fantastici dell'ottocento (Fantastic Tales)
• 1983 Science et métaphore chez Galilée (Science and
Metaphor in Galileo Galilei)
• 1984 Collezione di sabbia (Collection of Sand)
• 1988 Lezioni americane: Sei proposte per il prossimo
millennio (Six Memos for the Next Millennium)
• 1988 Sulla fiaba (On the Fairy Tale)
• 1991 I libri degli altri. Lettere 1947–1981 (The Books of
Others)
• 1991 Perché leggere i classici (Why Read the Classics?)

Autobiographical works
• 1954 L'entrata in guerra (Into the War)
• 1990 La strada di San Giovanni (The Road to San Giovanni)
• 1994 Eremita a Parigi. Pagine autobiografiche (Hermit in
Paris)
• 1995 Album Calvino

Libretti
• 1956 La panchina. Opera in un atto (The Bench: One-Act
Opera)
• 1984 Un re in ascolto (A King Listens)

Partial l ist of works by Italo Calvino
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I have several books on languages in general.

Some are very technical, some are almost too

casual, and some are more showy than accurate.

This book falls into none of these categories.

The late Mario Pei was born in Italy, but moved to

the United States with his family at a young age.

He wrote this book while serving as Professor of

Romance Philology at Columbia University. At that

time, he was capable of speaking thirty languages,

as well as being acquainted with the sentence

structures of more than 100 other languages. His

knowledge comes through in his writings.

The Story of Language covers a lot of diverse

grounds in an excellent mixture of scholarly

writing with layman clarity. It's more serious then

McWhorter's "The Power of Babel", but easier to

comprehend then Chomsky's dissertations.

The chapters cover different aspects of language.

In the first chapter, "The History of Language",

theories of language origins, dialects, place names,

and writing are discussed. "The Constituent

Elements of Language" covers more of structure,

including sounds, semantics, slang, and

arrangements of words.

"The Social Function of

Language" covers how

languages affect our

daily lives in areas such

as religion, family,

literature, and

superstition. "The

Modern Spoken Tongue"

delves more directly into

comparisons of

languages. "Problems of

Language Learning" talks about "easy" and

"difficult" languages, as well as methods of

acquiring them. "An International Language"

discusses translation issues and language

dominance.

A few different versions of this book exist, both in

hardcover and paperback. I have two paperback

copies, one being the revised and updated edition

of the other. The book is out of print, but can still

be purchased used from many places. If you can

get your hands on a copy, I encourage you to read

it from cover to cover. You definitely won't be

disappointed. PT

The Story of Language by Mario Pei

Language: English

I tem Rating:

ISBN-1 0: 0452008700 ISBN-1 3: 978-0452008700

BBooookk LLooookk

*****



Once the travel bug

bites there is no

known antidote, and

I know that I shall

be happily infected

until the end of my

life.

- Michael Palin
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he film Xingu is the story about

how the Villas-Bôas brothers,

Claudio, Leonardo and Orlando,

created the first Indian park in Brazil

to protect the indigenous tribes from

the encroaching Brazilian government.

It is based upon the true story, even

using actual footage from the events

at the end of the film.

The film starts with Claudio and

Leonardo dressing like workers and

signing on to an expedition into the

Amazon rainforest. The mission is to

open up the jungle for roadways, de-

velopment and “taking control”. The

voice-over narration by Claudio says

they were giving up their jobs to find

the freedom of the wild. Once signed

on, they send word to their brother

Orlando, who is still working in an of-

fice to come join them, which he does

happily, wanting to get away from the

daily drudgery of his job. With the

small team, they soon run into a tribe

of Indians, the Xavante, who have

probably never seen a white man be-

fore. At first the brothers and the team

try to avoid them, but finally, Orlando

and Claudio approach a group of them

on a beach and through trading a few

items, manage to earn the trust of the

chief and then are taken to see the en-

tire tribe.

Within a year, the tribe and ex-

pedition are good friends, with the

men living among them while the Indi-

ans help them build a landing strip. A

government plane lands, marking a

great success, for they have made con-

tact and worked with the Indians

without any loss of life. That changes,

however, when the Indians start get-

ting sick. They have contracted the flu

from the white men, and before it can

be stopped, half of the village is wiped

out, including the chief. This turn of

events has a huge impact on the

brothers, who realise that they are the

ones that have caused the deaths by

making contact. They know that inev-

itably, the government will move in to

take over the land, so they decide that

they must be “both the poison and the

antidote”. They set out to inoculate

the tribe against further disease,

bringing in a doctor and staff.

They want to do more than that,

however, and start talking about hav-

ing a place for the Indian tribes to live,

separate from and protected against

the white man invasion. They get the

chance for this when the government

asks them to establish a military base

in the jungle. They agree, but only on

the condition that the Indians get

their own land: a Xingu Park, named

because of the Xingu river they are on.

In typical government fashion,

once the base is completed, rather

than providing the Indians with their

own land, they divide it up and start

AAtt tthhee CCiinneemmaa

XXiinngguu

Xingu
1 02 min
Adventure / Biography /
Drama
1 4 March 201 4 (USA)

Country: Brazil

Language: Portuguese /
Tupi

“
Their main view
is that the Indians
should be able to
assimilate into
modern
civilization at
their own pace,
not ours.

The brothers, on alert, when they are first
confronted by the Xavante in the jungle
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handing it out to ranchers. Infuriated by the be-

trayal, Claudio and Orlando embark on a risky

strategy. Claudio starts having the Indians attack

some of the new ranches being built while Orlando

returns home to stir up sentiment for the Indians

in the media. They manage to finally push the gov-

ernment into giving them the area they want, and

they start bringing in other tribes that are outside

of the area. By this time, Leonardo has returned to

the mainland with his Indian wife and child, hav-

ing broken Orlando’s command to not get involved

with the Indians’ women.

The film does a fantastic job of presenting the

hardships that both sides, the brothers and the

Indians, endure as they attempt to work together

and understand each other. It is also inevitably

sad, because it is a story that has been repeated

so many times throughout history, although this

one is done a bit more peacefully. Whenever “civil-

ized” men come into contact with indigenous

people, the results are almost always devastating

to the tribes, who are either killed by fighting, dis-

ease, or both. The brothers are very aware of this

pattern, which is why they work so hard to make it

a peaceful meeting, but even then, they know that

they have quickened the end of these people. Their

main view is that the Indians should be able to as-

similate into modern civilization at their own pace,

not ours.

There was something more profound that I

realized while watching this. As we see the Indians

living their lives slowly losing their culture (some

already start wearing modern clothes and learning

to ride in airplanes), there is the truth that cul-

tures are always being lost; we simply don’t notice

because it is a gradual change. It isn’t just inva-

sions or the rise and fall of empires; it is the “pro-

gress” as what we once did is left behind for the

new. The world that exists now is very different

from the way it was one hundred years ago, and

that world was very different from the hundred

years before that. We can take any two time peri-

ods and compare them and see what was lost and

what was created. Even in the short term, the

world around me is very different compared to

when I was a child, and that world was very differ-

ent from the world of my parents’ childhood. There

is no way to truly save any culture, because it is

always changing.

The same is true of languages. Even if you

look at a modern language like Italian, it is differ-

ent now compared to what it was a few hundred

years ago, as words change in meaning or become

lost altogether while new ones are adopted or cre-

ated. In English, we don’t speak the way they did

in Shakespeare’s time.

There were a few things I wish the film was

clearer about. The start of the film seems to be

unsure as to the purpose of the brothers. At first,

it shows them as sneaking onto an expedition, and

Claudio is talking about freedom being the motiv-

ation. But once they are in the wild, they seem to

take control of the group, rather than being the

normal peasants they passed themselves off as. So

who was supposed to be leading the group? It was

also a bit unclear exactly what Leonardo had done

wrong. He did get a native woman pregnant, and

the media found out and made a big deal out of it,

but I don’t know why that would force him to leave

the mission. Indeed, it seems to me it would be

worse to return to society with an Indian wife and

child rather than living in the tribe like they

already were.

The Xavante, dancing

Indians and brothers watching an airplane approach for the
first time

The brothers, in one of their many discussions over what is best for
the tribes
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The film is listed as being in Portuguese and

Tupi, for those wanting the language aspect. I as-

sume the Indians are speaking Tupi, but Tupi is

listed as being extinct while there are other Tupian

languages, under various names. The Xavante

people, the first the brothers make contact with,

speak the Xavante language, which isn’t even in

the same language family as Tupian. I am still

hopeful that someone will be able to clarify what

was being spoken in the film and why.

There is some truly beautiful cinematography

going on, with most of the story being filmed in the

actual Xingu Park, which is still thriving today.

The film is unrated, being more of a documentary

than fiction, but there is some violence, strong

language, and partial nudity (Indian women being

topless) .

I would highly recommend Xingu to anyone

interested in the tragedies of indigenous people, as

I have become through my own studies into en-

dangered languages. PT

Claudio, dancing during the celebration over the creation of the park
Orlando, also dancing, with Marina, one of the assistants
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Celebrations - Hangul Day

ormally, celebrations and

holidays are based around

religious events or seasonal

occurrences. There is one that is

the celebration of a new writing

system for a language. It is

Hangul Day, celebrated in the

fall by both North and South

Korea.

History
Korean has not always been

written by the average citizen.

Once, it was rarely written at all.

When it was written, it was done

so using the classical Chinese

alphabet, called Hanja. This was

such a complex writing system,

having literally thousands of

characters, that only a few

people, mainly the members of

the aristocratic families, had the

time (it took a few years to mem-

orize completely) and teachers to

properly learn it. That also

meant they were the only ones

who were literate.

That changed in the 15th

century. King Sejong ( )

was the fourth king of the Cho-

son Dynasty. Under his rule,

Korea progressed in many ways,

such as the defences against Ja-

panese pirates and invaders

from Manchuria being greatly

improved.

King Sejong was a great sup-

porter of literature, science, and

technology, and so in 1420, the

Jiphyeonjeon, or Hall of Wor-

thies, a collection of scholars se-

lected by the king, was

established. One of the major as-

signments for these scholars

was to come up with a writing

system to represent the Korean

language.

At the time, Korean society

was extremely hierarchical, con-

sisting of three tiers: nobles,

commoners, and slaves. Under

this, it was almost impossible for

a slave to become free, or for any

commoner to become a noble. A

slave owner even had the right

to kill his slaves at any time, but

King Sejong outlawed that prac-

tice in 1444. Other restrictions

existed, such as women could

not inherit property.

The king knew that provid-

ing the country with the mass

literacy, which the simpler al-

phabet would provide, would be

a major step towards making all

the citizens more equal, rather

than just the power residing in

the noble, literate class. The rul-

ing aristocrats also knew the ef-

fect it would have, and strongly

opposed the new Hangul alpha-

bet. They argued with him,

claiming that it was wrong to de-

viate from the Chinese way of

doing things. Nevertheless, in

1446, Hangul was introduced to

Korean society in the Hunmin

Jeongeum, which outlined the

new alphabet.

As it entered the culture it

became used by most people, es-

pecially women and writers of

popular fiction. It was also very

effective at providing information

among the uneducated, since

the alphabet could be learned

easily in a few days.

It did not instantly replace

the old Chinese writing system,

though, as the aristocracy

worked to hard to suppress it.

Indeed, after King Sejong’s death

in 1450, they very nearly man-

age to quash it. The members of

the aristocracy were not the only

ones who feared an educated

population. The tenth king, King

Yeonsangun, was very destruct-

ive to the country. Commoners

mocked and insulted him with

posters written in Hangul, and

so he banned the use of it. His

tyranny ended in a coup which

placed Jungjong, his half-broth-

er on the throne. There was a

revival of Hangul in the 16th

century, with new literature

flourishing.

Statue of Sejong the Great,
the fourth king of Joseon.

CCeelleebbrraattiioonnss

HHaanngguull DDaayy
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The Alphabet
The newly established Hangul

consisted of 28 characters, each

of these being based on a simpli-

fied diagram of the patterns

made by the mouth, teeth and

tongue when one made the

sound related to the character.

That is, they were direct repres-

entations of a spoken sound,

which may be many have

claimed Hangul looks like faces.

The small number of characters

and the simple lines makes it

easier to decipher and quicker to

learn than most Asian lan-

guages.

Hanja is still used on occa-

sion in South Korea, appearing

in newspaper headlines, but it is

no longer used in North Korea.

The Date
While Hangul has been around

for over 500 years, it has only

become truly celebrated in the

last century. In 1926, the

Hangul Society celebrated the

octo-sexagesimal (480th) an-

niversary of the declaration of

Hangul.

They did this on November

4, which is the last day of the

ninth month of the lunar calen-

dar. The Society declared it the

first observance of “Gagyanal”

( ) , an early colloquial name

for Hangul. The name of the day

was changed to “Hangullal” in

1928. The date was changed to

October 29th of the Gregorian

calendar in 1931 . It was

changed again to October 28th

in 1934 when the claim was

made that the Julian calendar

must have been the one in use

in 1446.

This was challenged again in

1940 after a document was dis-

covered showing that the Hun-

min Jeongeum was announced

during the first ten days of the

ninth month. The tenth day of

that month according to the lun-

ar calendar in 1446 was the

same as October 9th of the Juli-

an calendar, so the date was

changed to that. When the

South Korean government be-

came established in 1945,

Hangul Day became a legal holi-

day on which all government

workers were excused from

work.

Just to confuse the date

more, in North Korea it is celeb-

rated on January 15th, which is

considered to be the creation

date of the alphabet.

Celebrations
Hangul Day remained a national

holiday in South Korea until

1991 . When several large corpor-

ations wanted more work days

in the year, they put pressure on

the government and managed to

get the holiday eliminated. Ef-

forts were made to get this over-

turned, and finally, on November

1st, 2012, the National As-

sembly voted by a huge majority

to re-instate Hangul Day, start-

ing on October 9th 2013. That

means that this year will be the

second year of the restarted ob-

servation.

While it is a national day, it

is not a day off, so people still

need to be at their jobs. There is

also no single large scale, celeb-

ration, like with Mexico’s Day of

the Dead or Brazil’s Carnival.

Last year, several events related

to Hangul were held at different

tourist attractions and uni-

versities. Some of these were

Hangul calligraphy exhibitions

and writing contests. A true lan-

guage lovers celebration! PT

A page from the Hunmin Jeongeum Eonhae, a partial translation of Hunmin Jeongeum, the
original promulgation of Hangul.
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This UNESCO World Heritage site is made up of five villages on the coast and the surrounding hillsides.
The towns have been carefully built on man-made terraces of this rugged coastline over the centuries and
are interconnected by trains, boats and paths.

The area was ruled by a Tuscan family in the 11th century, during which time various local tribes of
people moved down to the rough cliffs and began to carve a place for themselves. They built the first
houses out of dry stone walls, hewed level terraces out of the rough slopes, and planted olive, vine, and
lemon trees. When they were often attacked by pirates and barbarians, they built watchtowers and ap-
pointed guards.

The houses were painted in a large variation of colours because the fisherman wanted to be able to easily
see their houses from their boats. Most of the families relied upon fishing for food and trade.

They survived for many centuries this way, both against attacks and natural disasters such as storms and
floods. Thanks to the construction of a railway line in the 14th century, they were able to end their isola-
tion from most everyone else, but it also led to a turning away of many traditional activities. Poverty in-
creased, forcing many citizens to emigrate.

The decline was reversed the 1970s when the development of the tourist brought back wealth to the com-
munity, and it remains a very popular tourist destination today. It still suffers from weather problems,
with one of the most recent being in 2011, when nine people were killed by flooding from torrential rains.

Where Are You?

Last month's answer: Angkor, Cambodia

Can you name this city and country?
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This month, another piece oflan-
guage insight... bread.

read is one of the oldest man-made foods,

and it has been made in various forms using

a variety of ingredients and methods

throughout the world. The major grains that have

been used include wheat, rye, corn, barley, and

buckwheat. These grains are combined with water,

yeast, and other ingredients to form a dough

which is then formed into various shapes and

baked.

When trying to look at the history of the words

for “bread”, one has to take a step sideways and

include another word. The original name of the

food was “hlaf” in Old English, possibly from Old

English “hlifian” meaning “to raise higher”, refer-

ring to the rising of bread as it bakes. In Goth, the

word was “hlaif”, and in Old High German “leip”.

From this reference we can now see how some

of the modern words were derived. In the Slavic

languages especially, one can see a striking simil-

arity to the Old Teutonic “hlaibo-z”, in the Bosnian

(hljeb) , Polish (chleb) , and Russian (хлеб) , to name

a few. The Finno-Ugric words are also very close to

this, with Estonian (leib) , Finnish (leipä) , and

Saami (láibi) . Sound shifts and glides between lan-

guages would change the “h” to a “k” and the “b”

to a “p”.

We can also see how we got our modern Eng-

lish word “loaf” by dropping the “h” and lengthen-

ing the “a”. This is what I meant by our taking a

step sideways. “Loaf” should have been the name

of the food, based upon the old words. Instead, it

is now a measurement. We say “a loaf of bread”,

rather than simply “a loaf”. So, where do we get

the word “bread” from?

“Bread”, in Old English, meant “crumb,

morsel”, or simply “piece of food”. Old Norse was

“brot”, and Old High German was “brosma” mean-

ing “crumb”. This is also the base for the English

word “break”. From there, it can be seen how a

concept like “to break bread” could have linked the

two words. Indeed, later, Old High German shows

no clear distinction of meaning between “brôt” and

“hleib”. Through a shift of meaning, the food be-

came associated with the piece, rather than the

whole. What might have become “a bread of loaf”

for a single slice became “a loaf of bread”, meaning

the whole. This explains the Flemish “brood”,

Danish “brød”, and the Icelandic “brauð”, among

the other Germanic languages.

The Italic words, with a basic form of “pan”

seems to be taken directly from the Latin “panis”

for bread. Lewis & Short, in their A Latin Diction-

ary, point out that panis itself is derived from an

older root, pa = ’to feed’. Similar words that relate

to that are:

WWoorrddss iinn YYoouurr MMoouutthh

BBrreeaadd

14th century image of bread being baked
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Latin:

• pabulum = food, nourishment, food for cattle,

fodder, pasturage, grass

• pasco, pascere, pāvi, pastum = to cause to eat,

feed, supply with food

Greek:

• [páomai] = to get, acquire

• [patéomai] = to eat

However, there is also the idea that the same

meaning shift may have taken place in the Latin,

with “panem” meaning “part of”. Evidence of such

a change can be seen in the Latin “pannus” mean-

ing “piece of cloth”. What a previous term for bread

would have been is unknown.

Turning to the Altaic languages, we find the

words “nan”, “non”, or “nun”. This has been traced

back to Old Persian “nagna”, meaning “naked,

bare”. It’s most likely a reference to the way the

food was baked: uncovered in an oven, rather than

covered in ash.

I will leave the other etymologies for the read-

ers who are interested. If you have some know-

ledge about other origins, let us know.

Related Derivatives
We get other words from basic “bread”. The word

“pantry” comes from Latin, and means “office or

room of a servant who is in charge of the food (lit-

erally, bread)”. “Companion” comes from Latin

“pan” and “com” (with) and means “bread fellow”.

The most interesting to me is “lady”. It comes from

the Old English “hlaefdige”, meaning “mistress of a

household”. “Hlaef” of course is “loaf” and “dige” is

“maid”, thus “bread maid”. Why this is of particu-

lar interest is that since “lady” would be the wife of

the master or lord of the house, it became a term

to refer to a woman of high standing, even though

the term “maid” has been deferred to someone who

is a servant.

Slang
Several terms have arisen over time involving

bread. In English, “bread” and “dough” have the

slang meaning of “money”, such as “I haven’t got

the bread to buy that” or “I’m making lots of

dough”. This is similar to the term “bread and

butter”, which refers to a person’s basic needs. A

“bread-basket” can also refer to a person’s stom-

ach. “Bread and circuses”, from the early 1900’s,

is a slang for “food and entertainment” which was

provided by the government to keep the population

happy, and is actually taken from Latin: “Duas

tantum res anxius optat, Panem et circenses”.

Conclusion
Whether it’s a bread of loaf, a loaf of bread, food

for cattle, or simply nude food, bread has been a

staple of the worlds diet for thousands of year. We

eat it in many forms, from flat and salty to soft

and round. We use it in our religious ceremonies,

as wafers in communion, and in our festivals,

such as buns for Fastalavn. And we use it simply

as food, or even “wrappers” for food, as in sand-

wiches, pizzas, falafels, and as buns for hot dogs.

It is perhaps our most versatile of foods, and is

sure to always be a “piece” of our lives. PT

Large outside bread oven

A couple of loaves of
hard bread
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Other pictures related to bread

From top-left, clockwise: Wheat plants which are used to make bread; Street vendors selling

bread; Person making bread by hand; Several kinds of bread; Bread on sale at the front of a

store; Some slices of bread
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GERMANIC
Western

Afrikaans: brood
Brabants: brôot
Dutch: brood
English: bread
Flemish: brood
Frisian: i t brea (the ~) /

in bôle (a ~)
German: Brot
Limburgian: broed
Low Saxon: Broot/ Brood
Luxembourgish: Brout
Rhine Franconian: Brot
Scots: breid

Northern
Danish: brød
Faroese: breyð
Icelandic: brauð
Norwegian: brød
Swedish: bröd

Eastern
Crimean Gothic: broe

ITALIC
Aragonese: pan
Asturian: pan
Bolognese: pan
Bergamasco: pà
Bresciano: pà
Calabrese: pana / pani
Catalan: pa
Dzoratâi: pan
Ferrarese: pàn
French: pain
Furlan: pan
Galician: pan
Italian: pane
Ladino: pan / çuspa / casole
Latin: panis
Lombardo: pan
Mantuan: pan
Marchigiano: pà
Mudnés: pan
Neopolitan: pane
Occitan: pan
Papiamentu: pan
Parmigiano: pan
Piedmontese: pan
Portuguese: pão
Pugliese: pane
Reggiano: pàn
Romagnolo: pèn
Roman: pane
Romanian: pîinea / pâinea
Romansch: paun
Sardinian LSU: pane

Sardinian Campidanesu: pani
Sicilian: pani
Spanish: pan
Triestino: pan
Valencian: pa
Venetian: pan
Viestano: pèn'
Zeneize: pan

FINNO-UGRIC
Estonian: leib
Finnish: leipä
Hungarian: kenyér
Saami: láibi

GREEK
Greek: (το) ψωµί [(to) psomí]

BALTIC
Eastern

Lithuanian: duona
Latvian: maizi

Western
Prussian: geîtikâ, geytko
Sudovian: (tablebread) geitis, geitika

(wholegrain): sampisinis

SLAVIC
Western

Czech: chléb / chleba
Polish: chleb
Slovak: chlieb
Upper Sorbian: chlěb

Southern
Bosnian: hljeb
Bulgarian: хляб
Croation: kruh
Macedonian: леб
Serbian: хлеб / hleb
Slovenian: kruh

Eastern
Belorussian: хлеб
Russian: хлеб
Ukrainian: хлiб

CELTIC
Brythonic

Breton: bara
Cornish: bara
Welsh: bara

Goidelic
Irish: arán
Manx: arran
Scots-Gaelic: aran
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MALAYO-POLYNESIAN
Bahasa Indonesia: roti
Fijian: madrai
Hawaiian: palaoa
Malagasy: mofo
Malay: roti
Maori: paraaoa / taro
Rapanui: haraoa
Samoan: falaoa
Tagalog: tinapay

ALTAIC
Azeri: çörək
Kazakh: нан
Kyrghyz: нан
Tatar: икмəк
Turkish: ekmek
Turkmen: nan / çörek
Uyghur: نان
Uzbek: non
Mongolian: талх

SEMITIC
Arabic: زبخ
Maltese: hobz
Hebrew: םחל

SINO-TIBETAN
Chinese: [miànbāo]
Cantonese: [min baau]

AUSTROASIATIC
Vietnamese: bánh mì

KADAI
Thai:
Lao:

INDO-IRANIAN
Bengali:
Gujarati:
Hindi:
Kurdish Kurmanji: nan
Kurdish Sorani:
Marathi:
Punjabi:
Tajik: non

ALBANIAN
Albanian: bukë

ARMENIAN

Armenian:

CAUCASIAN
Georgian:

BALTIC
Latvian: maize
Lithuanian: duona

MISCELLANEOUS
Bergamasco: pà
Caló: jumerí / manró / artife / tató
Lingala: l ipa
Lunfardo: marroco

AMERINDIAN
Aymara: ttantta
Guarani: mbujape
Mapunzugun: kofke ; covque
Quechua (Peruvian): t'anta
Quechua (Ecuatorian): tanta
Yucatec: waah/waaj
Tupi: beîu

BANTU
Maasai: emukate
Shona: chingwa
Swahili: mkate
Zulu: isinkwa

NIGER-CONGO
Wolof: mbuuru
Lingala: l ipa

NAKHO-DAGESTANIAN
Chechen: beepig

INDEPENDENT
Basque: ogi
Japanese: [pan]
Korean:

CONSTRUCTED
Canis: panes
Esperanto: pano
Lingua Franca Nova: pan
Interlingua: pan
Slovio: hleb [хлеб]
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